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Special
General
Conference
2019

What happened in
the church’s
deliberations
regarding human
sexuality?

In February, the United Methodist General Conference (the oﬃcial body
responsible for church governance) adopted what was called the
“Traditionalist Plan” by a vote of 438-384 (53%).

What Happened at
General Conference?
https://bit.ly/2Z6Exbo

That plan aﬃrmed oﬃcial exclusionary language and policies concerning
LGBTQ people in the United Methodist Church, and imposed severe penalties
on Pastors who violated those policies (for example, by oﬃciating same-sex
weddings.)

Statement from the
Western Jurisdiction
College of Bishops:
https://bit.ly/2jXXNJz

The General Conference also enacted provisions to allow dissenting
congregations or other United Methodist organizations to exit the
denomination, as well as a petition that protects clergy pensions. These
disaﬃliation provisions are now in question because of voting irregularities
discovered after the close of Special General Conference 2019.

Q&A: 2019 Special
Session of General
Conference: https://
bit.ly/2mjD57w

After the vote, the legislation was appealed to the Judicial Council, a ninemember body tasked with deciding whether proposed church legislation
comports with the church’s constitution and existing rules.
What is the
Traditionalist
Plan?

The Traditionalist Plan, which passed by a narrow majority at the Special
General Conference, restricts even further the participation of LGBTQ+ United
Methodists in the life and ministry of the church. Additionally, it circumvents
our complaint process—which always sought reconciliation and just
resolution, and imposes severe penalties to those LGBTQ+ pastors or any
pastor oﬃciating at weddings for lesbian/gay couples

The Traditionalist
Plan passed, so
aren’t things just
the same?

No. The plan makes significant changes to the United Methodist Book of
Discipline, including imposing severe penalties on both pastors and
congregations for any deviation. This could lead to additional mandatory
penalties and church trials.

What parts of the
Traditionalist Plan
were voted as
constitutional on
April 26, 2019?

The Judicial Council (which functions as The United Methodist Church
Supreme Court) ruled in Decision 1378, the following provisions of the
Traditional Plan are constitutional:

Statement from the
Western Jurisdiction
College of Bishops:
https://bit.ly/2jXXNJz

Expanding the definition of self-avowed, practicing homosexual to include
persons living in same-sex marriage, domestic partnership or civil union, or
who publicly state they are practicing homosexuals. (Petition 90032).
A pastor who has been found after trial to have conducted a same-sex
marriage now must receive, as a minimum penalty, a one-year suspension
without pay for a first oﬀense, and termination of their clergy status for a
second oﬀense. (Petition 90042).
Boards of Ordained Ministry must make a full examination of candidates for
licensing, commissioning or ordination and shall not recommend anyone who
does not meet the qualifications for ministry. The bishop must rule the
recommendation of any such person out of order. (Petition 90043)
Bishops cannot consecrate a “self-avowed, practicing homosexual” as a
bishop, or commission or ordain a self-avowed, practicing homosexual.
(Petition 90036)
Where a complaint is filed against a pastor for violating the Discipline, the
person filing the complaint is to be a participant in any eﬀorts to reach a just
resolution of the complaint and every eﬀort is to be made to have the person
filing the complaint agree to any resolution before it takes eﬀect. (Petition
90046) A bishop cannot dismiss a complaint unless it has no basis in church
law or in fact. (Petition 90044, ADCA at 191). If a just resolution is reached, it
must state all identified harms and how each harm will be addressed. (Petition
90046)
The church may now appeal the outcome of a trial based on egregious errors
of church law or administration. (Petition 90047)
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How is the United
Methodist Church
governance
structured? Who
votes and who is
in charge?

General Conference – The global meeting of The United Methodist Church.
This gathering occurs every four years and includes a maximum of 1000
voting delegates (half clergy, half laity) elected from each Annual Conference
to vote on matters of church law on behalf of the denomination.

How are decisions
made at General
conference? https://
bit.ly/2TLc0Hn

Jurisdictional Conference – This regional collection of Annual Conferences
meets following General Conference for the purpose of electing Bishops for
their geographical region. The Western Jurisdiction includes the Mountain Sky
Conference.
Annual Conference – Geographical areas are separated into Annual
Conferences based on density of UMC congregations in any particular area.
Each Annual Conference is led by a Bishop, elected out of the Jurisdiction.
The Mountain Sky Annual Conference (MSC) includes Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, and one church in Idaho. Bishop Karen Oliveto is the
episcopal leader of the Mountain Sky Conference.
Districts – Each Annual Conference is sub-divided into districts, each led by a
District Superintendent.

How are decisions General Conference is the highest legislative body in The United Methodist
made at General
Church. It usually convenes once every four years to determine the
Conference?
denomination’s future direction. Between 600 and 1,000 delegates are elected
by their annual conferences — half clergy and half laity.

How are decisions
made at General
conference? https://
bit.ly/2TLc0Hn

At General Conference, these delegates gather from all over the world to
consider revisions to church law and the oﬃcial ritual of the church, and adopt
resolutions on current moral, social, public policy and economic issues. The
General Conference also approves plans and budgets for church-wide
programs for the next four years.
Can our clergy be
punished for
rejecting the
decision of the
GC?

Eﬀective January 1, 2020, they may be. Penalties are a year’s suspension
without pay for first oﬀense and termination of conference membership and
church credentials for a second oﬀense. Because of the steps necessary to
impose those punishments, it’s unlikely in our conference.

Does this
(Traditional Plan)
go into eﬀect
immediately?

No. The current rules of the Book of Discipline stand until January 2020. We
continue to be strongly committed to inclusion, opposition to the decision of
the General Conference, and will continue our ministry as we have been.

Can the recent
decisions of the
General
Conference be
overturned at the
next General
Conference in
2020?

While the mechanism exists within the United Methodist Church to overturn
the decision through debate and voting, the exclusionary and punitive faction
continues to reflect a majority rooted in cultural and societal diﬀerences
outside the United States. It is likely the United Methodist Church will become
less inclusive and punitive in nature while the broader church in the United
States has stated they wish to remain a church of open hearts, open minds
and open doors, welcoming all to worship and service in the life of the church.

Iowa clergy person to
face trial https://bit.ly/
2z0r1ev

Q&A: 2019 Special
Session of General
Conference: https://
bit.ly/2mjD57w

As can any quadrennial assembly, the 2020 General Conference can revisit
matters addressed by earlier sessions as well as consider new petitions. No
General Conference can bind or limit the decision-making authority of a future
assembly.
Is separation or
schism possible?

There are multiple plans and petitions that GC 2020 delegates will be voting
on. Some call for a dissolution of the UMC, others call for gracious exits. What
we know is that the UMC as we have known it will not be the same.

What will the
Traditional Plan
look like after GC
2020?

Those supporting the Traditional Plan will attempt to adopt a strict position on
the inclusion of LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer) persons
in our denomination.

What did the Judicial
Council decide about
the Traditional Plan?
https://bit.ly/30gtYnz

The enforcement provisions will most likely be voted on and approved at
General Conference 2020. This means there potentially will be punishments
and suspensions of pastors and bishops who do not conform to the ethics
espoused by the Traditional Plan. Additionally, Boards of Ordained Ministries
will not be allowed to recommend candidates who do not meet the Traditional
Plan qualifications for ministries.
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What happens to
clergy pensions?

Wespath (the entity responsible for clergy benefit investments) assures clergy
that their benefits are secure. In the future, they intend to work with all
Wesleyan related churches for health and pension benefits.

General Conference
2019 Update: https://
bit.ly/2l1Ozg1
Wespath FAQs:
General Conference
2019: https://bit.ly/
2l2ZGVZ

Mountain Sky
Conference
Response to
Special GC
2019

What happens to
UMCOR?

This is an extremely valued ministry. But only 20% of their budget comes from
General Conference apportionments. They are very willing to accept donations
from everyone.

What about
UMVIM, GBGM,
The Upper Room,
and other General
Boards and
Agencies?

Some already work ecumenically. Others are in the process of following the
example of Wespath and forming independent organizations to serve
Wesleyan churches and conferences.

Has the Mountain
Sky conference
become a “one
issue church”?

The Mountain Sky conference has never been and will never be a “one issue
church.” LGBTQ exclusion was pressed upon us by the vote at General
Conference in February and we have no choice but to respond. Our
conference has made clear that exclusion of any people because of their
sexuality, race, gender, or for any other reason is discriminatory, against
Wesleyan teachings, and incompatible with Wesleyan values.

Gay daughter sends
bishop back to
Scriptures https://bit.ly/
2TTomgE

Is there a need to
do something in
our conference in
advance of GC
2020?

General Conference 2020 will be upon us soon. The Mountain Sky Annual
Conference petition MSC09 creates a team that will proactively look at what
positions and postures we may need to take to avoid the potential legalities
that may be created.

MSC09 https://bit.ly/
2XEW8KF
MSC10 https://bit.ly/
33rnrbh

While there are many variables that could shape the direction of General
Conference 2020 it is prudent to have a pathway forward for us so that we are Bishop Oliveto's
not just reacting to a belief we have already rejected (MSC10) but mapping out Decision of Law
a new inclusive direction which reflects the love Jesus teaches.
concerning the 2019
Annual Conference
Session https://bit.ly/
33piLmi
What is MSC03?

The Calculation and Payment of General and Jurisdictional
Apportionments by the Local Church/Charge

MSC03 https://bit.ly/
31wweal

This petition changes the percentage asked of the local church/charge in the
Mountain Sky Conference Guiding Policies and Procedures Section N.,
Conference Mission and Ministry Funding, from 13% to 10%. The Guiding
Policy will be revised to reflect the change. We anticipate no other
computational or process changes on how Ministry and Mission in the
Mountain Sky Conference is funded.

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020:
https://bit.ly/2kpeNZm

In addition to the 10% for Conference Mission and Ministry Funding, each
local church/charge will annually be assessed its portion of the General and
Jurisdictional Church Apportionment to the Mountain Sky Conference, as
defined in The Book of Discipline, 2016 ¶247.14. This represents a significant
change in process for the Mountain Sky Conference and both the Legacy
Yellowstone and Legacy Rocky Mountain Conferences.

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020: Part 2
https://bit.ly/2lyxWsb

The General and Jurisdictional Apportionments shall be separated from the
Mountain Sky Conference budget and the Mission Shares calculation. The
funding for the Mountain Sky Conference budget shall be accomplished as
described in our existing Guiding Policy and Procedure.
Why are we
making this
change (to
apportionments) ?

The answer is a function of the times. Amid the deep divisions facing The
United Methodist Church, we have heard that our local churches want more
choice in deciding which ministries of the conference, general church, and
jurisdiction they support. The 2020 proposal allows the local church to make
those choices.

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020:
https://bit.ly/2kpeNZm
MSC03: https://bit.ly/
31wweal
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Can we do this
(make changes to
apportionments)
in 2019?

No. We do not have the systems set up to handle this yet.

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020:
https://bit.ly/2kpeNZm
MSC03: https://bit.ly/
31wweal

We want to
support local
ministries like
Family Promise or
the Salvation
Army. Can we
support the local
ministries and
substitute our
general or
jurisdictional
obligation for
what we pay to
them?

You won’t receive credit for the general or jurisdictional obligation by support
of local ministries.

Can we pay more
to the general or
jurisdictional
church than we
are billed?

Yes, you may.

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020:
https://bit.ly/2kpeNZm
MSC03: https://bit.ly/
31wweal

Understanding
Mountain Sky
Conference Mission
Shares for 2020:
https://bit.ly/2kpeNZm
MSC03: https://bit.ly/
31wweal

There are seven
general funds plus
one jurisdictional
fund. You are
allowing us to
decide how to
allocate our
apportionment
between them. If
we do not care
which individual
fund we support,
what do we do?

You would, once the system is developed, pay your single number and not
worry about the eight parts that make up that single number. The Council on
Finance and Administration will use payments to that line to prioritize and
support the connection consistent with Mountain Sky values.

If we only pay all
of one, either
conference or
general/
jurisdictional, but
not the other, do
we receive credit?

It is our plan to have three levels of recognition. The highest will be to those
churches that support 100 percent of both apportionments. The next level of
recognition will be 100 percent support of the conference but less than 100
percent of the connection above the conference. Finally, there will be
recognition of those who support the general and jurisdictional number at 100
percent but not the conference

I have heard some
describe this new
approach as 10
percent to
Mountain Sky and
3 percent of
income to meet
the general and
jurisdictional
apportionment.
Your article does
not read that way.
Why?

Every time I have heard someone use a 10 percent and 3 percent logic, I have
said it might work that way but if it does, it will be a coincidence. The
conference will be supported by 10 percent of selected income. The general
and jurisdictional church will be supported by your fair share based on
selected expenses.
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What is MSC09?

MSC09. Moving Towards God’s Good Future

MSC09: https://bit.ly/
2XEW8KF

Whereas, the Annual Conference is the basic body in The United Methodist
Church;
Whereas, our hearts are warmed by a call to guard the best of our Wesleyan
heritage and to contribute its impact and future, with its emphasis on God’s
love for all;
Whereas, our ministries thrive and world-transforming disciples are best made
in a connectional system that looks beyond itself and its walls; and
Whereas, we are driven by a passion to share the grace, love, acceptance,
justice, and hope of Jesus to everyone in the communities we serve; now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Mountain Sky Annual Conference directs its Roundtable to
form a team to develop options for moving forward, including but not limited
to (1) partnering with other like-minded bodies, (2) developing legislation for
General Conference 2020, and (3) separation from The United Methodist
Church, which embraces the Traditional Plan.
The plan development shall include listening sessions and no less than
quarterly reports to members of the Annual Conference. Any General
Conference legislation will bear the name of the team and may receive
endorsements from other groups before submission.
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What is MSC10?

MSC10 All Are Welcome

MSC10: https://bit.ly/
33rnrbh

Whereas, The Mountain Sky Conference of The United Methodist Church and
its antecedent bodies have been intentionally inclusive, purposefully
collaborative, creatively experimental, boldly diverse, and outwardly focused
for more than 100 years;
Whereas, we encourage diverse ministry settings, a gracious approach to
contextual ministry, and a rich theological dialogue;

Bishop Oliveto's
Decision of Law
concerning the 2019
Annual Conference
Session: https://bit.ly/
33piLmi

Whereas, following the wisdom of 1 John, we choose to love well and trust
that perfect love casts out fear;
Whereas, we are convinced it is not necessary to think alike in order to love
alike;
Whereas, we have been ordaining the people of God into representative
ministry without regard for sexual orientation since 1982;
Whereas, we have been blessed by the leadership of Bishop Karen Oliveto,
the first openly lesbian bishop in the United Methodist connection; and
Whereas, we find the punitive and prohibitive language of the Traditional Plan
adopted at the 2019 General Conference not in keeping with Christian
teaching; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of the Mountain Sky Conference of The
United Methodist Church, cannot and will not comply with the strict
requirements of the Traditional Plan adopted at the 2019 General Conference;
Resolved, That we reject and will not enforce the punitive and exclusionary
policies in The Book of Discipline focused against gay and lesbian persons,
their partners, allies, or their friends as a faithful, biblical witness to the love of
God revealed in Jesus Christ;
Resolved, That we will welcome all persons into the full life of our
congregations and annual conference, regardless of gender identity, sexual
orientation, or where they are on their faith journey;
Resolved, That we will support the clergy of the Mountain Sky Conference
who, as a matter of Christian conscience and pastoral faithfulness, choose to
conduct same-sex unions and that we will take no disciplinary action against
them on this matter;
Resolved, That we will aﬃrm calls to ministry based solely on the discernment
of the gifts and graces necessary to fulfill that call;
Resolved, That we will work to build God’s Beloved Community, a connection
that has room for all and condemnation for none, among persons of good will
that the Reign of God may come upon the earth; and
Resolved, That we will commit ourselves to robust and thorough dialogues of
life and faith, and to building bridges of understanding and trust between
persons who have been divided on this issue, that our common love of God in
Christ may be aﬃrmed, lived out, and witnessed to the world.
How does/will our
MSC relate to
General
Conference
boards and
agencies?

Our present relationship has been shaped by the decisions made during
MSC03: https://bit.ly/
Special General Conference 2019 and the General Conferences stretching
31wweal
back to 1972. With the adoption of the Traditional Plan, we undertook
measures during our annual conference in June 2019 (MSC2019) to help
define our direction in advance of GC2020. Petitions were passed with MSC03
directly addressing the calculation and payments of General and Jurisdictional
Apportionments by the local church/charge.

How can we get
updates on what
plans are being
made?

With the approval of MSC09, we have established teams who will facilitate
regional listening sessions and quarterly progress reports. Additionally the
conference is building a webpage to collect and house these frequently asked
questions as well as other related materials
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Local
Churches

Are churches
planning to leave
the United
Methodist
denomination?

A few churches in our conference have expressed interest in disaﬃliation. We
recommend churches use this time to reflect and conduct a prayer-filled
discernment process, gather information and evaluate all options, including a
gracious exit from the denomination.

“To those who are
contemplating leaving
the United Methodist
Church”: Bishop
Oliveto blog March 18,
2019 https://bit.ly/
2Mac56k

Because of voting irregularities uncovered after Special General Conference
2019, this process is under review.

9 New England
churches consider
disaﬃliation https://
bit.ly/2ltqcb4
Can the UMC take Loss of church property is a remote possibility. All United Methodist Church
our church
property is held in trust for the wider church. The so-called “trust clause”
property?
exists in part so that in the event of a church closure, or a congregation being
unable to meet its bills over the long term, the property can be used to start or
support new ministries in the Mountain Sky Conference.
Before such a decision can be made, there is a long process of evaluation,
involving several conference level committees and a Mountain Sky Conference
vote which requires a 2/3 majority, to close the church and repurpose the
property.
Are other
churches or
conferences
looking to
separate from the
denomination and
form something
new?

Yes. Many churches in the United States and Europe are dissatisfied with the
present outcome at General Conference. Progressive, centrist, and
conservative expressions are all exploring pathways which maintain their core
values and beliefs. Like-minded congregations are already investigating ways
to band together.

How will my
congregation be
aﬀected by the
various pathways
being explored?

Each congregation should spend time in prayer and discussion about the
repercussions of the decisions reached at the Special General Conference in
2019 to adopt the Traditional Plan as the future guide for the United Methodist
Church. The intent is to have a series of listening sessions to help explain and
more importantly to hear your specific ideas for the direction of the Mountain
Sky Conference moving forward.

Our Pathways Team will reach out to these groups for further conversations.

There will be proposals for petitions to General Conference 2020 which will
impact churches directly and your understanding will be critical to aﬃrming
theses directions. There is no guarantee they will be adopted, but these eﬀorts
will be used to define who we are as the MSC and identify other like-minded
groups and will be a sincere reflections of a desire to find solutions which
reflect our Wesleyan traditional of Scripture, Tradition, Reason, and
Experience.
Additionally, there will be petition to the Mountain Sky Annual Conference
2020 to help shape our future.
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Yes.

See also Mission
Shaped Future: https://
bit.ly/2ltstTF

The issues presented by adoption of the Traditional Plan have called us to
reinforce our vision as a conference and to distinguish ourselves and clearly
express our beliefs. Many believe the Traditional Plan does not reflect the
Wesleyan church we grew up with or joined.

The new Mountain Sky
Conference: From our
past will come the
The church today needs a clear expression of the vision of who we declare to
future: https://bit.ly/
be as the disciples Jesus is asking us to make and be for the transformation of 2muVePY
the world. It does not start by asking who you are presently, but who you are
willing to become and embracing the gifts of all. This is not a new vision — it
is a timeless call we hear in scripture and understand from experience…all are
welcome to share in Jesus.
When the Rocky Mountain and Yellowstone conferences joined together the
new expression was crafted as focused on the concept of a Mission Shaped
Future to re-energize a Christian movement that begins with grace, oﬀers
abundant life, and reclaims the life-changing love of Jesus Christ for ALL
people.
The following core statement is intended to help define the ministries of the
Mountain Sky area:
Mission (Vision) of Mountain Sky Conference:
To live in God’s grace and abundance as we lead a re-energized peaceful
and compassionate movement to claim the life-changing love of Jesus
Christ for ALL people.
We will do this by:
• Renewing and establishing vital congregations
• Developing leaders who are gifted at empowering local churches and laity
in the Church’s mission
• Establishing new faith communities to meet the needs of our unique
mission field
Values:
Accountability, inclusivity, collaboration, outwardly focused, simplicity with
transparency, breaking barriers and building bridges, and honoring diverse
voices and ideas.
Our Spiritual and physical life together, how we related to one another: move
through conflict together: and share the love of God with those beyond our
congregations, will be informed by the generous grace that God oﬀers each
and all of us as we grow in our love, awareness and service to God, our
neighbor and ourselves.
Churches, ministers and laity within the Mountain Sky area live into each
parish:
• To serve as witness of Christ’s love and example
• To meet the needs of the community and ALL people within the reach of
the parish area
• To grow love for our neighbors through mission, action, prayer and
example
• To educate through use of the quadrilateral and Wesleyan methods
• To grow Disciples of Christ for the transformation of our communities and
the world.
• To nurture new and existing ministries
• To feed the hungry, clothe the naked, visit the lonely, heal and support the
ill and infirm, visit the imprisoned and lift the impoverished to be selfsustaining.
• To utilize diversity of people and resources for the growth and vitality of
the communities and people the church serves and beyond.
We are Christ’s love in action for ALL of God’s people. We aﬃrm each person
is of sacred worth, and welcome everyone, without exception, to participate
fully in the church’s life and ministry.
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Is there a place
for people and
congregations
who feel like the
vision doesn’t
align with their
beliefs and
values?

“Inclusive of all” means inclusive of all! To paraphrase John Wesley, we don’t
need to think alike in order to love alike.

Minnesota Conference
video: https://
vimeo.com/351276106

This vision gives us space for churches and individuals to determine how to
live out the great commandment of loving God and loving neighbor in their
own context.
So, do we need to become a reconciling church if we aren’t one?
Is our pastor required to preside at same sex marriages if that does not fit with
our understanding of scripture?
The answer is no to both those question!
Clergy within our tradition have always had the right to determine whether to
preside at the wedding of a couple.
This vision does not change that.
Instead what it does is aﬃrms the discernment of each clergy and
congregation in prayerfully oﬀering the fullness of the ministry of the church to
all persons.
It invites each clergy and congregation to thoughtfully and faithfully determine
how to best live out our baptismal vows for all who seek to follow Jesus in
their particular mission field.

Mountain Sky What are some
Conference
possible
Options &
changes?
Next Steps

Some of the possible changes could include:
The Annual Conference defines our covenant instead of the General
Conference.

“A letter from Bishop
Karen about ‘Future of
MSC’ brochure July 22,
2019. https://bit.ly/
33nQSLA

Our annual conference becomes autonomous conference, perhaps in
aﬃliation with other autonomous conferences.
Instead of Jurisdictional Conference, the Annual Conference elects our bishop.
The Discipline would be written by the Annual Conference. At the beginning,
the restrictive language around human sexuality, added since 1972, would be
removed. This would allow local churches and clergy to determine how they
wish to approach same gender marriages. The Board of Ordained Ministry
would decide who shows the gift s, graces and calling for ministry. References
to General Conference,
Jurisdictional Conference and general boards and agencies would be
removed, reducing the size of the Discipline by approximately 50%. Everything
else remains the same at the beginning.
Over a period of time, the Discipline would be carefully simplified and
abbreviated. It would contain our shared covenant and support our vision,
values and mission for the future.
New relationships would then be developed between The Mountain Sky
Conference and other conferences, denominations, boards and agencies, selforganizing churches and Central Conferences.
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What can we in
the Mountain Sky
Conference do to
prepare for the
future?

It is our hope that every local church would engage in conversation this fall
about our aspirational vision and explore how this embodies our sense of who
God is calling us to be as a church?
How can we lean into our new vision in our context even if we don’t agree with
every sentence, can we commit to the overall vision of a church rooted in
Jesus, deeply Wesleyan, inclusive of all and engaged in justice and
reconciliation?
We hope so.
We hope we can continue to choose to be the church we’ve always been in
the Mountain Sky Conference.
What we so appreciated about our conference is that while we are diverse –
small churches, large churches, rural, urban, suburban, small town, and
theologically across the spectrum – we have always chosen to stay focused
on what we have in common. Our witness and mission to make disciples of
Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world and respect one another’s
ministry as we live out that mission.
Staying together and staying strong oﬀers us the best ability, we think, to
navigate these times and continue to be a vital expression of the gospel
imperatives in our communities.

What are some of
the proposed
options being
explored by other
groups?

Not related to the
issue at hand and
I really am not
concerned with
this, but am
curious as to the
current Seminary
set up and how
that will flow.

*Here is what you need to know: our future is still unfolding. Nothing has
been set in stone by the Pathways Team. There will be listening sessions
and reports back to the Annual Conference as we, together, discern a
way forward. No matter what your theological conviction or stance on
homosexuality, your wisdom is needed as we move forward. Engage the
process! Your leadership, both in your local church and in the broader
conference conversation, is so necessary for these days we are living as
United Methodists.*

*from A letter from
Bishop Karen about
‘Future of MSC’
brochure July 22, 2019.
https://bit.ly/33nQSLA

•

Bard-Jones Plan: Two bishops propose turning The United Methodist
Church into an umbrella organization for new, self-governing church
groups that would oﬀer diﬀerent approaches on ordination of gay clergy
and same-sex unions.

Bard-Jones Plan:
https://bit.ly/2NKKSJ2
A New Form of Unity:
https://bit.ly/31T7E3p

•

Indianapolis Plan: The Plan envisions a Traditionalist United Methodist
Church that would maintain the denomination’s current restrictions on
same-sex weddings and ordination of “self-avowed practicing” gay clergy.
A separate Centrist/Progressive United Methodist Church would remove
those restrictions, as well as church teaching that the practice of
homosexuality is incompatible with Christian teaching.

Indianapolis Plan:
https://bit.ly/30eDqYm
Draft Provisions: https://
bit.ly/2ZdLh7o

•

UMCNext Plan: A group of centrists and progressives is oﬀering a plan
that would eliminate The United Methodist Church’s restrictions against
LGBTQ ordination and same-sex weddings, while allowing local churches
that disagree to depart and organize into new forms of Methodism.

UMCNext Plan: https://
bit.ly/33Hx1XO
Proposal: https://
umcnext.com/proposal/

•

Connectional Table Plan: The Connectional Table approved sending
legislation to General Conference 2020 that will create a new structure for
churches in the United States, called a regional conference. The proposed
legislation stipulates that the U.S. Regional Conference will have
geographic boundaries congruent with the territory of the U.S. annual
conferences. Jurisdictions will continue to function with their current
powers and duties, including their process to elect bishops.

Connectional Table
Plan: https://bit.ly/
2kWOMkg

See the articles in the reference section at right.

Dilemma for Methodist
Colleges https://bit.ly/
2XPHJIP
Statement from
Association of United
Methodist Theological
Schools during
General Conference
Plenary Session:
https://bit.ly/2mcq7sv
GBHEM STANDS WITH
OUR SCHOOLS:
https://bit.ly/2ldaL6D
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Moving Toward
God’s Good Future

Pathways FAQ Master

Category

Question

Answer

Wondering then if
the new pathway
will require a
similar
organization with
Districts and DS’s
and all else that
makes up our
world-wide
organization.

Our existing structure (Districts and DS’s) has worked well and is familiar for
the short term. However there may be other forms wanting to be explored as
we re-think our structural organization. The other connections to our worldwide organization may be modified to reflect our eventual position and
relationship to the Traditional Plan form of Methodism.

I was wondering if
there is any plan if
a church within
the conference
doesn't agree
with the
conference that
they are in?
Would they
become part of
another
conference?

These are important questions and ones we are not ignoring. There are many
possible scenarios and while we haven’t formulated any specific plans, it is
consistent with our vision that we would provide gracious exits for those
wishing to pursue other beliefs and forms of conferencing.
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Pathways FAQ Master
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Question

Answer

Additional References
& Resources

What are some of
the possible
outcomes for
General
Conference 2020
and how would
God have the
Mountain Sky
Conference
respond?

United Methodists are currently in a situation where the General Conference of
May, 2020 will design our future through its action or inaction. The one
certainty is that the United Methodist Church will no longer continue in its
current form indefinitely. In all probability, there will be either an orderly
separation generated by General Conference action or there will be a
disorderly separation. What follows are a number of possible scenarios for
consideration at our Annual Conference in June, 2020. This is less than 30
days following General Conference, so advance preparation is helpful. How
would God have the Mountain Sky Conference (MSC) respond?
Scenario #1
If GC20 passes no meaningful legislation and the United Methodist Church is
left with the Discipline in its current form, with its restrictions and penalties,
how would God have the MSC respond?
a. Stay and follow the Traditional Plan.
b. Stay and resist.
c. Vote to form an autonomous conference at AC20 followed by a period of
time preparing necessary documents and re-convene at a special
Epiphany Conference in January 2021. (This would be similar to the
process used for Mission Shaped Futures/Plan of Union.) The intervening
6 months would be some variation of “exit in place,”* where the AC
legally remains a part of the UMC, but acts independently.
d. A variation of c. would be to do this in conjunction with other conferences.
e. Other?
Scenario #2
If GC20 passes legislation that would allow MSC to continue our vital,
inclusive and diverse ministries, without requiring Constitutional
amendments,** then how would God have the MSC respond? (This could be
a variety of proposed plans, including but not limited to, the Indianapolis Plan,
the UMCNext Plan, the Connectional Table Plan, and others.)
a. Do nothing and be placed in a new denomination as outlined in legislation.
b. Follow the GC procedure and vote to join a successor denomination
(progressive, centrist, progressive/centrist or traditionalist).
c. Form an autonomous conference.
d. A variation of c. would be to do this in conjunction with other conferences.
e. Other?
Scenario #3
If GC20 passes legislation that would allow the MSC to continue our vital,
inclusive and diverse ministries, but requires the time and uncertainty of
Constitutional amendments,** then how would God have the MSC respond?
(This could be a variety of proposed plans, including but not limited to, the
Indianapolis Plan, the UMCNext Plan, the Connectional Table Plan, and
others.)
a. Do nothing and be placed in a new denomination as outlined in legislation.
b. Follow the GC procedure, assume the amendments will be approved and
vote to join a successor denomination. (progressive, centrist, progressive/
centrist or traditional).
c. Exit in place *(legally remain a part of the UMC, but act independently)
until the voting on amendments is completed and then proceed.
d. Form an autonomous Conference.
e. A variation of d. would be to do this in conjunction with other conferences.
f. Other?
Questions for Discussion:
Within each scenario, which course of action will best allow you and your
congregation to live into God’s good future?
How can you best live out your vision and values?
*To “exit in place” is between “stay and resist” and acting as an
“autonomous conference.” The conference could act autonomously, but
retain the legal name United Methodist. This would allow the conference to
act independently and consider writing its own Discipline, withholding funds
from General Conference, not sending delegates to General Conference or
Jurisdictional Conference, and still retain some possible monetary benefits of
being a United Methodist conference.
**Constitutional amendments require a 2/3 vote of General Conference and
a 2/3 vote of the denomination. This is a lengthy process that requires at least
18-24 months to complete. Approval by a 2/3 vote of the denomination is
always doubtful.
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